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Abstract
In this paper, stimulated Raman backscattering by an intense self-focused hollow Gaussian laser beam (carrying null intensity
at the center) in a collisionless plasma has been investigated in the relativistic-ponderomotive regime. The effect of relativisticponderomotive self-focusing of an intense hollow Gaussian laser beam (HGLB) on the excitation of electron plasma wave
(EPW) and resulting back stimulated Raman scattering have been studied, at relativistic laser power. A paraxial-ray and WKB
approximations are used to obtain the coupled equations describing the propagation of the hollow Gaussian laser beam in
plasma, excitation of electron plasma wave and SRS back reflectivity. The effects of the order (n) and the pump intensity (a)
of HGLB on the focusing/defocusing and intensity of hollow Gaussian beam in plasma, amplitude of the excited electron
plasma wave and the back reflectivity of SRS has been explored. It is observed that the parameters n and a play an imperative
role in this scheme. The self-focusing of HGLB in plasma is enhances for higher values of n and a, which significantly affected
the dynamics of the excitation of EPW and back reflectivity of SRS. The results show that the focusing of waves i. e. pump
wave, EPW and scattered wave enhances the back reflectivity of SRS.
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1. Introduction
The propagation of an ultra-intense short duration laser
pulses through plasmas has been a subject of significant
research interest due to its relation to many potential
applications such as fast ignition in inertial confinement fusion
(ICF), compact laser-driven accelerators and new radiation
sources [1-6]. The overall efficiency of these applications
depends on the propagation of intense laser beams to longer
distance (several Rayleigh lengths) in the plasmas without loss
of the energy. The propagation of an intense laser pulses in
plasma encounters various parametric instabilities such as
self-focusing, filamentation, stimulated Raman scattering
(SRS) from electron plasma wave, stimulated Brillouin
scattering (SBS) from ion acoustic wave, two-plasmon
instability etc [7-11]. These instabilities create a hindrance in
laser plasma coupling i. e. energy of laser pulse is not
efficiently coupled with plasmas. Due to redistribution of laser
energy inside the plasmas, the overall efficiency of the laser
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beam energy transport over long distances in plasmas would
be strongly limited. Therefore, the study of these instabilities
at very high laser power flux is very important to the success
of above applications.
Self-focusing and stimulated Raman backscattering (SRBS) of
relativistic laser pulse in plasmas are most promising topics of
investigation in laser plasma interaction [12-15]. Selffocusing plays an important role in the guidance of laser
beams in plasmas and essentially initiated due to increase of
the on-axis index of refraction relative to the edges of the wave
front of the laser beam, while SRS instability of intense laser
pulses in plasma occurs when the incident laser light
resonantly couples with EPW and a backscattered light wave.
These two processes have been observed in laser-driven fusion
experiments (direct and indirect inertial confinement fusion)
especially in high density plasma. Self- focusing of an intense
laser beam in plasma produces energetic electrons, which may
preheat the fusion fuel and reduce the compression rate [16],
while SRS instability is responsible to the possible large
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conversion of laser energy into scattered light. This instability
have a maximum growth rate for the scattered wave
propagating in the backward direction, which reduce the
efficiency and symmetry of the energy transfer from the laser
to the target [17]. The back reflectivity of SRS is significantly
affected in the presence of self-focused laser beam and EPW.
A lot of theoretical and experimental work has been
reported on the self-focusing of intense laser beam in plasma
and its effect on the generation of EPW and SRBS process
under different time scale of laser pulse in the past [18-30].
The extent of self-focusing of laser beam and back reflectivity
of SRS in plasma depends on nonlinearities associated with
plasmas and the spatial profile of laser beam. Many earlier as
well as current studies of self-focusing of laser beam in plasma
have been carried out under the assumption of uniform laser
beams having Gaussian intensity distribution (TEM00 mode)
along with ponderomotive or relativistic nonlinearity [31-35].
However, the behavior of laser beams is different for different
intensity profile in plasmas. Only a few investigations have
been reported on SRBS by diversified laser beam profiles such
as elliptical Gaussian beam [36] and rippled Gaussian beam
[37]. It has been observed that the past experimental results on
SRS process are not matched with the theoretical results. This
is because the pump laser beams is not perfectly smooth in
many experimental situations but are the superposition of
higher order modes. For the better understanding of SRS
process at higher laser intensities, the role of higher order
modes must be included in the theoretical analysis.
Particularly, the hollow Gaussian intensity profile of laser
beam [38-42] that can be expressed as the superposition of a
series of Laguerre-Gaussian modes and considered as an
optical beam with null intensity at the center is a best example

TEM *

01 mode. Such beams can be used to guide, focus
of
and trap neutral atoms and having a wide range of applications
in many fields such as plasma physics, atomic and modern
optics, atmospheric science and bio-photonics. Similarly,
nonlinearities associated with laser plasma interaction play
important role in self focusing of laser beam and SRS process.
When an ultra intense laser beam propagates through
collisionless plasma, the dielectric constant/refractive index of
plasma is modified by combined effect of the ponderomotive
and relativistic nonlinearities, which leads to the self focusing
of the laser beam [12]. Relativistic self-focusing is caused by
the mass increase in electrons travelling at speed approaching
the speed of light, which increases the refractive index by
decreasing the plasma frequency at higher intensity. On the
other hand, ponderomotive nonlinearity is set up by the
relativistic-ponderomotive force, which pushes electrons
away from the region where the laser beam is more intense
and decreases the electron density. Consequently, the
refractive index becomes higher at the higher intensity region
and self–focusing becomes enhance due to relativistic
mechanism. These nonlinearities are operative at different
time scales according to the inequalities: i)  < pe (when only
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relativistic nonlinearity is operative), ii) pe <  < pi (when
both i. e. relativistic and ponderomotive nonlinearities are
present), where  is the laser pulse duration, pe is the electron
plasma period, and pi is the ion plasma period. Since
relativistic nonlinearity arises instantaneously in the system,
so it requires relatively higher threshold laser power than the
ponderomotive nonlinearity. Ponderomotive nonlinearity
modifies the intensity distribution of the laser beam and it is
dominant when the characteristic time of observation is
greater than the diffusion time of the charge carriers. The
literature review reveals that the study of SRBS instability in
plasma by hollow Gaussian laser beam have not been
investigated under relativistic-ponderomotive regime; except
that the recent study of SRBS by relativistic/ponderomotive
self-focusing of hollow Gaussian laser beam in plasma [43,
44].
This paper presents stimulated Raman backscattering
of an intense hollow Gaussian laser beam (for different orders)
in collisionless plasma along with the combined effect of
relativistic and ponderomotive nonlinearities. In this process,
pump laser beam (ω0, k0) interacts with pre excited electron
plasma wave (ωe, ke) and generates stimulated Raman
scattered wave of frequency (ω0 - ωe) and wave number (k0ke). The paraxial-ray approximation [45, 46] has been used to
formulate the analytical model. This paper is arranged as
follows: In section 2, an expressions for the nonlinear
dielectric function of the plasma and the propagation of an
intense hollow Gaussian laser beam in collisionless plasma
under the combined effect of relativistic-ponderomotive
nonlinearity is given. The excitation of EPW is studied in
section 3. The expressions for the beamwidth parameter of
scattered beam and backreflectivity of SRS are given in
section 4. In Section 5, we have presented a detailed
discussion of numerical results carried out for the relevant
parameter. The main conclusions are drawn in the last section.

2. Analytical Model
The electron density distribution of plasma is modified by the
relativistic-ponderomotive force of the laser beam while it
propagates through a collisionless plasma. Therefore, the
dielectric constant of plasma would be changed which leads to
a modification in the propagation characteristics of laser beam
in plasma. The effect of relativistic-ponderomotive force on the
modified electron density distribution and the propagation of
an intense HGLB in plasma are given in subsections 2.1 and
2.2.
2.1 Nonlinear Dielectric constant of the Plasma
Consider the propagation of an intense hollow Gaussian beam
(HGB) of angular frequency ω0 and wave vector k0 in a
collisionless plasma along the z axis. The initial field
distribution of hollow Gaussian laser beam can be defined as
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( E 0 ) z 0
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(1)

where r0 is the initial beam width of the beam, n is the order of
the HGB and is a positive integer and

rr

E 00

is the maximum

r

2n

max
0
amplitude of the HGB obtained at
. Eq. (1)
represents a fundamental Gaussian laser beam at n = 0. For
HGB, transforming the (r, z) coordinate to the (η, z) coordinate
by the relation [41]



r
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where n2 is the nonlinear variation of the density together with
the relativistic correction i.e. modified electron density due to
the ponderomotive force. The modified electron density is
given by
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Now, the effective dielectric constant of the plasma in the
presence of relativistic-ponderomotive nonlinearity can be
expressed as

 2n
(2)

 (r , z )  1 

 p2 0
 02

 ne 


 n0  

(6)

where  is a reduced radial coordinate, f0 is the dimensionless
beam width parameter and r = r0f02n at  = 0 is the position
of the maximum irradiance for the propagating beam.
However, the position of maximum intensity lies at r = 0 in the
case of Gaussian profile of laser beam.

For hollow Gaussian laser beam, the dielectric function  (, z)
around the maximum ( = 0) under the paraxial-ray
approximation can be expressed as [49]

The dielectric constant of the plasma is given by

 ( , z)   0 ( z)   2 2 ( z)

 p2 0
0  1 2
0

where



(2)

 4n e 2 / m

p0
0
0
where
is the plasma frequency, n0 is the
density of plasma electrons in the absence of laser beam , m0 is
the mass of the electron, and e is the electronic charge. The
dielectric constant of the plasma is modified by relativistic and
ponderomotive nonlinearities, because of the relativistic
change in the mass of electron and the modification of the
background electron density due to ponderomotive
nonlinearity. The relativistic-ponderomotive force on electron
in the presence of the laser field is given by [47, 48]

 0 ( z ) and  2 ( z ) are the coefficients associated with η0

 ( , z )

and η2 in the expansion of
around η=0. The dielectric
functions 0(z) and 2(z) are obtained by expanding the
dielectric function (, z) in the paraxial regime around the
position of maximum intensity as
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where  is the relativistic Lorentz factor and is given by
1
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a 2n
g 0  2 n exp( 2n)
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where
and a (= E002) is the
initial intensity of laser beam.


2
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2.2 Propagation of hollow Gaussian laser beam in

The modified electron density (ne) due to relativisticponderomotive force is given as [47]

The propagation of the hollow Gaussian laser beam in
collisionless plasma is governed by the wave equation

c2n 
 2 
ne  n0  n2  n0  2 0   2 
 
 p0 
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collisionless plasma

 2 E0 

02
 0 (r , z ) E0  0
c2

(10)

(4)
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The solution of Eq. (10) can be written as [45]



^

E0 (r , z )  i A(r , z ) exp  i  k 0 ( z )dz

S ( , z ) 



(11)

where A(r, z) is a complex amplitude of the wave,

k0 ( z) 

0
c

 (z )

and

 0 ( z)

and and 0(z) is the dielectric function,
corresponding to the maximum electric field on the wavefront
of the HGB. Substituting E0 (r, z) from Eq. (11) in Eq. (10) and


neglecting the term
2ik
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where S(r, z) is the eikonal associated with the HGB with A0
and S are the real parameters. Substituting A(r, z) from Eq. (13)
in Eq. (12) and separating the real and imaginary parts, one can
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With the help of Eq. (2), Eqs.(14) and (15) in terms of variables
(η, z) can be expressed as,
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The complex amplitude A(r, z) may be defined as
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is the dimensionless distance of

propagation
the dimensionless initial
beam width. Equation (20) describes the beam width of hollow
Gaussian laser beam with the distance of propagation in
collisionless plasma, when both relativistic and ponderomotive
nonlinearities are simultaneously operatives.

3. Excitation of electron plasma wave
Due to ponderomotive force and the relativistic effects, the
background electron density of plasma is modified. Therefore,
the refractive index increases and the laser beam get focused in
the plasma. The intensity of laser beam becomes very high at
the positions where laser beam is focused in plasma. The
amplitude of EPW, which depends upon the background
electron density gets strongly coupled to the laser beam and
leads to its excitation. In order to investigate the effect of this
coupling on the excitation of EPW in the presence of
relativistic and ponderomotive nonlinearities, we have set up
the equation of the electron plasma wave by using the fluid
equations viz. equation of continuity, the equation of motion
and Poisson’s equation. The electron density variation in the
electron plasma wave (neglecting the contribution of the ions)
is given by [34]

 p0
 2 Ne
N e
 2e
 vth2  2 N e 
2
t

t

E02
( 2n   ) 4 n exp[ ( 2n   ) 2 ]
2 2 n f 02

and the eikonal of the pump beam is given by
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For η << √2n, the amplitude A0 is defined as [45, 46]
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where
is a function of z and 0
is the beam width
parameter for the HGB. Substituting Eqs. (18) and (19) into
Eq. (16), equating the coefficients of 0 and 2 on both sides of
the resulting equation, and using the boundary conditions f0|z =

 0 f0

A
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z
z  r
r r  c 2

( 2n  n) 2 2 df
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  ( z)
2
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e
e b 0
0 is the electron thermal velocity,
where th
is the ratio of specific heat and e is the Landau damping factor
[10]. Using the WKB and paraxial ray approximations [45,46],
the solution of Eq. (21) can be expressed as

N e  N e0 (r, z ) exp[i(e t  k e z )]
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where Ne0 is the complex function for r and z, e and ke are the
frequency and the propagation vector of the electron plasma
wave related by the following dispersion relation:
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Further, we express Ne0 as

N e0  N e00 exp( ik e S e (r , z ))

(25)

where Ne00 is the real functions for r and z and Se is the eikonal.
Substituting for Ne0 from Eq. (25) into Eq. (24), taking e  0,
transforming the (r, z) coordinate in to (η, z) coordinate by
using Eq. (2) and separating the real and imaginary parts, we
obtain
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where e is a z dependent variable that can be considered as a
constant. Now using Eqs. (28) and (29) in Eq. (26) and equating
the coefficients of 2 on both sides under the boundary
conditions at z = 0, fe = 1 and dfe/dz = 0, we obtain
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Eq. (30) describes the variation in the dimensionless
beamwidth parameter of EPW with the distance of propagation
in the collisionless plasma.

EH, which is the sum of electric field of scattered wave
electric field of pump laser beam E0
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For the paraxial ray approximation, i.e. for η ≪ √2n, the
solution of Eqs. (26) and (27) can be written as
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E H  E0 exp(i0 t )  ES exp(i S t )

(28)

E S and

(31)

where 0 and S represents the frequency of the incident laser
beam and scattered wave frequency respectively. The electric
field EH satisfies the wave equation

 2 E H  (  E H ) 

2n

N e 00

S e  (  2n ) 2 n

In laser plasma interaction, stimulated Raman backscattering is
a parametric process in which a laser beam is backscattered off
the electron plasma density fluctuations i. e. an incident laser
pulse is scattered by the electron-density perturbations of a
plasma wave. In order to formulate the expression for back
reflectivity of SRS, consider the high frequency electric field

and

z

where
density associated with the EPW, ae and fe are radius the
dimensionless beam width parameter of EPW. The eikonal of
the EPW is given by

4. Stimulated Raman backscattering

2

S
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Using Eq. (23) and substituting Eq. (22) into (21), we get
2
e

kd 

1  2 E H 4 J H
 2
c 2 t 2
c t

(32)

where JH is the total current density vector in the presence of

E

the high frequency electric field T . Equating the terms at
frequency S, we get the wave equation for scattered field
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The solution of ES can be written as
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E S 0 are slowly varying function of r and z, The solution of Eq. (36) may be written as
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k S 0 and k S 1 are the propagation constant of scattered wave,
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Substituting Eq. (40) into Eq. (36) and separating the real and
imaginary parts, we obtain the following equations:
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using the Eq. (2) and the solution of the Eqs. (41) and (42) can
be written as
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Substituting this into Eq. (36) one obtain the following
equation
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where BS is the amplitude of the scattered beam, whose value
is to be determined later by applying boundary condition, bS is
the initial beam width of the scattered wave and fS the
dimensionless beam width parameter of the scattered beam.
Using Eq.(43) and (44) into (41) and equating the coefficients
of

 2 , we obtain the dimensionless beam width parameter of

the scattered beam
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The solution of Eq.
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The value of BS may be obtained on applying appropriate
boundary conditions
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where zc (= L – z, L is the interaction length) is the distance at

z
which amplitude of the scattered wave is zero. c is chosen
sufficiently large so that Ne00 is nearly zero. Therefore at z = zc,
one can obtain
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By using Eqs. (34), (38), (39), (43), (44) and (47), we get
expression for backreflectivity BR (i. e. ratio of the scattered
wave intensity to the input pump wave intensity) of SRS as
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5. Numerical results and discussion

where f0 (zc), fe(zc) and fS(zc) are the values of dimensionless
beam width parameters of pump laser beam (HGB), electron
plasma beam and scattered beam at z = zc.

ES

 r0 f 0

 ae f e

Equation (49) gives the expression for back reflectivity of SRS
by hollow Gaussian laser beam in plasma with relativisticponderomotive nonlinearity.

e i ( k S 0 S c  ko S 0 )
e i ( k S 1 zc  k S 0 zc )

with the condition

1

1
I2  2 2
f0 fe

 fS 


 f S (zc ) 

2n



4n

I3 

2
p0
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In order to analyze the effect of laser intensity (a) and order of
HGLB (n) on the self focusing of hollow Gaussian laser beam
in plasma, excitation of EPW and back reflectivity of SRS,
equations (18), (20), (28), (45) and (49) have been numerically
solved for following set of parameters:

0 = 1.778 x 1015 rad/sec, r0 = 20m, p0 = 0.30, ae = 10m,
th = 0.1c, n = 1, 2 and 3.
Laser intensities corresponding to a = 1, 1.5 and 2 are 1.21 ×
1018W/cm2, 2.72 × 1018W/cm2 and 4.84 × 1018W/cm2
respectively. The boundary conditions for incident laser beam
(pump wave), electron plasma wave and scattered wave are:
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df 0
df e
 0, f e  1 at z  0
 0, f 0  1 at z  0
dz
dz
,
df s
 0, f S  1 at z  0
and dz
respectively.

with the increase in the value of a, intensity of HGLB in plasma
also increases. This may be due to the strong self-focusing of
HGLB in plasma for higher values of n and a. We have used
this highly intense self-focused HGLB for the generation of
electron plasma wave.

When an intense HGLB propagates in plasma, redistribution of
electrons takes place by relativistic-ponderomotive force. Due
to the modification of plasma dielectric constant, the refractive
index increases at the position of maximum irradiance and the
laser gets focused in the plasmas. Equation (20) describes the
focusing/defocusing of incident HGLB in collisionless plasma,
where the first term on right hand side represent diffraction,
which is responsible for the divergence of the laser beam and
the second term describe the nonlinear refraction of the beam,
which is responsible for the converging behavior of the beam
and arises due to the relativistic-ponderomotive force. The
relative magnitude of these terms determines the
focusing/defocusing behavior of the laser beam in plasma.
We have studied the focusing of HGLB in plasma at
the maximum irradiance position, i.e. at η = 0 for different
values of a and n. Figures 1(a) and (b) represent the variation
of beam width parameter (f0) with the dimensionless distance
of propagation () for different orders of HGB (n =1, 2 and 3))
and for different values of intensity parameter (a =1, 1.5 and 2)
with fixed value of plasma density (p0/0 = 0.3). The beam
suffers oscillatory convergence and divergence during
propagation in plasma. It is evident from the figures that the
self-focusing of HGLB in plasma is strong for higher values of
n and a. This is because the nonlinear refractive term in Eq.
(20) is very sensitive to the intensity of the incident laser beam
and the order of HGLB. The magnitude of refractive term in
Eq. (20) increases with increasing a and n, which leads to
strong focusing of HGLB in plasma. In addition, at high
intensities of incident laser beam, more electrons contribute to
self-focusing. It is important to mention here that the paraxialray approximation is valid when a < 1. But for HGLB (null
intensity at the center), this theory may be valid up to the extent
where beam shows strong self-focusing at different order of n.
In this case, paraxial-ray approximation is known as modified
paraxial-like approach where r = rmax = r0√2n is the position of
the maximum irradiance for the propagating beam [40].
Equation (18) describe the intensity profile of HGLB in plasma
in the presence of relativistic and ponderomotive
nonlinearities. It depends on the beam width parameters f0 of
the laser beam. The effect of incident laser intensity (a) and
the order of the hollow Gaussian beam (n) on the intensity
profile of the laser beam in plasma with the normalized
distance of propagation is shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). One
can see from Fig. 2(a) that as the order of the hollow Gaussian
beam n increases the intensity of HGLB in plasma is also
increases, which implies that with the increase in n the hollow
space across the beam also increases. Similarly, it is found that

©Payam Publishing Pvt. Lt. India

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Variation of beam width parameter (f0) of hollow
Gaussian laser beam with normalized propagation distance (ξ):
(a) for different orders of HGB (n = 1, 2 and 3) with a = 1.5
and p0 = 0.30 (b) for different values of a (= 1, 1.5 and 2)
with n = 2 and p0 = 0.30, when both relativistic and
ponderomotive nonlinearities are operative.

The electron plasma wave is excited due to nonlinear
coupling between HGLB and plasma in the presence of
relativistic and ponderomotive nonlinearities. This coupling
arises on account of the relativistic change in the electron mass
and the modification of the background electron density due to
ponderomotive nonlinearity. Equation (30) describes the
coupling of EPW with HGLB, while Eq. (28) gives the
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intensity profile of EPW. The first term in the right hand side
of Eq. (30) leads to the divergence of EPW, while the second
term is responsible for self-focusing of EPW. It is clear from
Eq. (28) the intensity of EPW depends on the focusing of main
HGLB and EPW in plasma. The focusing behavior of EPW and
scattered wave are the same as HGLB i. e. the extent of
focusing is increases with increasing the values of n and a
(results not shown here). We have solved Eq. (28) numerically
with the help of Eq. (30) to obtain the amplitude of the density
perturbation at finite z.

maximum irradiance position i. e. at η = 0. These figures reflect
that the EPW gets excited due to nonlinear coupling with
intense laser beam in the presence of the relativisticponderomotive nonlinearity. It is evident from the figures that
the normalized intensity of EPW increases with increasing the
order of HGLB and incident laser intensity respectively. This
is due to the fact that intensity of EPW depends on the focusing
behavior of HGLB and EPW in plasma.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)
Figure 2. Variation of normalized laser beam intensity in
plasma with normalized distance of propagation (ξ): (a) for
different orders of HGB ( n = 1, 2 and 3) with a = 1.5 and p0
= 0.30 (b) for different values of a (=1, 1.5 and 2) with n = 2
andp0 = 0.30, when both relativistic and ponderomotive
nonlinearities are operative.
Figures 3 (a) and 3(b) depict the intensity of EPW with
normalized distance of propagation for different n and a at the
©Payam Publishing Pvt. Lt. India

Figure 3. Variation in normalized intensity of EPW with
normalized distance of propagation (ξ): (a) for various orders
of HGB (n = 1, 2 and 3) with a = 1.5 andp0 = 0.30 (b) for
different values of a( =1,1.5,2) with n = 2p0 = 0.30 and ,
when both relativistic and ponderomotive nonlinearities are
taken into account.
Equations (45) and (49) give the expression for the beam width
parameter (fS) of scattered wave and the backreflectivity (BR)
of SRS against the distance of propagation. It is apparent from
the Eq. (49), the back reflectivity of SRS is dependent on the

k2 k2 ,

S 0 intensity of EPW and the focusing of the
factor S1
scattered wave respectively. Equation (49) have been solved
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numerically to obtain the back reflectivity of SRS with
normalized distance for different values of n and a around the
maximum irradiance η = 0. The variation in the back
reflectivity of SRS against the normalized distance of
propagation for different values of n and a are shown in Figures
4(a) and 4(b) respectively. It is clear that the back reflectivity
of SRS increases with increasing n and a. This is due to the
fact that the focusing of HGLB, EPW and scattered wave
increases with increasing n and a. However, when only
ponderomotive or relativistic nonlinearity is operative, the
reflectivity is decreases for higher values of n because the
focusing of HGLB decreases with increasing order of the beam
[43, 44].

6. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have studied the propagation of an intense
laser beam carrying null intensity in center (HGLB) in a
collisionless plasma in the presence of relativistic and
ponderomotive nonlinearities under WKB and paraxial-ray
approximations. The effect of self-focused HGLB on the
generation of EPW and back reflectivity of SRS process has
been investigated for different values of n and a. The given
formulation establishes that the focusing behaviour of HGLB
in plasma is significantly enhanced for higher values of n and
a. The intensity of the EPW increases for the higher values of
n and a due to strong self focusing of HGLB in plasma. It is
observed that the backreflectivity of SRS increases at the
focused positions for higher order modes of HGLB because the
focusing of HGLB and EPW increases for higher order modes.
The backreflectivity of SRS also enhance for higher values of
pump intensity. The results are useful in the laser induced
fusion scheme where the laser beam is superposition of higher
order modes.
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